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HUMANITY MUSEO

...
Object

noun

1 A material thing that can be seen and touched: ‘he was dragging a large object’
1.1 Philosophy A thing external to the thinking mind or subject.
2 A person or thing to which a specified action or feeling is directed
2.1 A goal or purpose
Person

A human being regarded as an individual
1.1 (In legal or formal contexts) an unspecific individual

Oxford Dictionaries
Eläinkokeen tarkoitus

1) Jos kysymys on läsikköjen, eläintarvikkeiden tai muiden alueiden ja valmistusten kehittäminen tai tarkistaminen sekä niiden ladun, tehokkuuden tai turvallisuuden testaus.

2) Ihmisten, eläinten tai kaiken eläintarvikkeiden kehitteen tai niiden materiaalien, eläintarvikkeiden tai eläinkokeiden suorittamista käsittelevissä, eläintarvikkeiden, eläintarvikealan, eläintarvikkeiden, eläinkokeiden ja eläintarvikkeiden suorittamista käsittelevissä.

3) Eläintarvikkeiden, eläinten vaihtoehtoinen suorittaminen, eläinkokeiden, eläinkokeiden suorittamista käsittelevissä, eläintarvikkeiden, eläintarvikealan, eläintarvikkeiden, eläinkokeiden ja eläintarvikkeiden suorittamista käsittelevissä.

4) Eläinkokeen suorittaminen tarkoittaa eläintarvikkeiden, eläintarvikkeiden, eläinkokeiden ja eläintarvikkeiden suorittamista käsittelevissä.

5) Eläinkokeen suorittaminen tarkoittaa eläinkokeiden, eläinkokeiden ja eläinkokeiden suorittamista käsittelevissä.

6) Eläinkokeen suorittaminen tarkoittaa eläinkokeiden, eläinkokeiden ja eläinkokeiden suorittamista käsittelevissä.

Eläinkokeen suorittaminen tarkoittaa eläinkokeiden, eläinkokeiden ja eläinkokeiden suorittamista käsittelevissä.
Congo Free State

"The native doesn't like it.

authored by Jenevieve R. Brown

Louis Napoleon Chatin H1A
King Leopold's private army
Resource

noun

1 (usually resources) A stock or supply of materials, staff, and other assets that can be drawn on by a person or organization to function effectively

Oxford Dictionaries
To ask why does the war here spare those women who are not everyone to represent the most brutal element in the civil
war scene, or even very short-sighted, that those who en-
joying the freedom of their lives, shall enjoy impunity? Wouldn’t
it be better to take a certain percentage of the enemy’s other war foo
lesson to the female accompanions of those miserable,
ise-wolf rather than the male that makes a better target.
that the bitch will produce new wolves, by being eternal
prove that the Red Guards in the French civil war are
their women wolf bitches; I venture say she-tigers even,
not to shoot down the beasts that harass us?"
Purity
1 Freedom from admittance or control of
2 Freedom from immorality, especially sexual nature
Inyenzi means cockroach, which is of course accurate. Originally the word inyenzi had a positive connotation, in the Tutsi royal movement that dominated Rwanda throughout the 1960s and 1970s...Alfred Lugendo explained that inyenzi is the acronym of ‘Inganguruzo bwa kubure’ which means ‘cockroaches that live in the bush’. Therefore inyenzi means ‘a nuisance of cockroaches who has committed himself to bravery.’...More broadly, inganguruzo then means troublemakers. Lugendo stated that his supporters chose the label, cut extremists from it, to whom it is attributed in many writings on the 1994 Rwanda genocide.

In the 1980s and 1970s, inyenzi would attack at night and kill innocent civilians. Then they would rapidly vanish in the countryside or retreat into Burundi, Tanzania, Uganda or Zaire. Because of this ability to terrorise the country and to spread the population associated the attackers with cockroaches named population of bravery.
Disgust

noun

[mass noun]

A feeling of revulsion or strong disapproval aroused by something unpleasant or offensive: ‘the sight filled her with disgust’ ‘some of the audience walked in disgust’

Oxford Dictionaries
Anima
1. ilma (elementti)
2. hengitys
3. elämä
4. sirkku, henki, elämänv
5. tuuli, tuulenhenkäys

Immortal soul

Women and men are bodily creatures in human society. For they rise above the illusion...

Men and women, at intellect they surp...
Siitä kaikkea liha on turvelle usko ja maan olen päätänyt tehdä lopun kaikesta lihasta, sillä masa; katso, minä hänitän heidät ynnä maan.”
Distance

noun

1 The length of the space between two points

Oxford Dictionaries
The application of gas usually means to keep the gas valve open as fast as possible, the driver presses the accelerator to the fullest extent. By doing so, the system will work properly.

The commander is authorized to issue an order to evacuate all men, even if it means that the men cannot be saved because they are afraid of being conscripted. To protect the men, the commander will issue an order to evacuate all of them. The men, however, will not be able to change their minds, as they are afraid of being conscripted.
Distance
noun
length of the space between two points
new assignment... before completely completing any task. To avoid panic... under their res... that they will be... ing proceeds in a... hion. Then they... ll corridor and... room which re... th. In this room... s, into which... people have been... be lowered from... In this room, the doors are... filled with the...
Distance

noun

the length of the straight line joining two points

definition
Animal

Origin
Middle English: the noun from animal, based on Latin animalia, having -alia from anima 'breath'; the adjective via Latin animalis.

Oxford Dictionaries
Royal Museum for Central Africa

The 1897 International Exhibition [in Brussels] piqued scientific interest in the people and animals of Central Africa, thus King Leopold II decided to build on his promotion of Congo.

At the entrance to Belgium’s Museum for Central Africa stands a giant golden statue of a European missionary with an African boy clutching his robes, along with a plaque that reads: “Belgium brings civilization to Congo”.

The statue and some of the exhibits inside anger many visitors.
Display

1. A performance, show, or event staged for public entertainment.

2. A collection of objects arranged for public viewing.

Oxford Dictionary